
itroglycerin use is a Catch-22: it
relieves the effects of devastating
diseases such as angina and 

pulmonary hypertension, yet the longer a
patient takes the compound, the less effective
it becomes. Jonathan S. Stamler, M.D.,
Professor of Medicine and Biochemistry at
Duke University and Associate Researcher
at the Howard Hughes Medical Institute,
shared the results of his pioneering research
in nitric oxide (NO) compounds at the 
second annual Evans Family Lecture Series
in Pulmonary Medicine at Stanford University
Medical Center.

Stamler received extensive training
in both pulmonology and cardiology as an
intern, resident, and fellow at the Brigham
and Women’s Hospital and Harvard
Medical School.  Prior to joining the Duke
University faculty, he served as an Assistant
Professor at Harvard Medical School. He
has published more than 175 original articles,
reviews, and book chapters and holds
approximately 50 issued patents to date. 

Stamler’s exploration of NO biology
represents a collaborative effort involving
many of the world’s experts in cardiology,
pulmonology, cardiac surgery, and other
disciplines.  Stamler began his lecture by
emphasizing this point, noting his consideration
of all major nitroglycerin compound
(GTN) findings from the late 1800s until
the last decade. These findings by Guthrie,
Needleman, Ignarro, and others lead to the
establishment of a framework for the 
mechanism of nitrosovasodilators, or the
agents that relax constricted blood vessels. 

The framework involves three

✚ Wear your MedicAlert bracelet

✚ Carry information on your condition and
medications, in case you have to see an 
unfamiliar doctor

✚ Get the names of doctors in the area you are
visiting who are experienced in handling PH,
just in case

✚ In airports, carry a doctor’s letter on 
letterhead stationery explaining your Flolan
pump; show your Gentiva or TheraCom card
with a number to call with questions

✚ Bringing your own oxygen is not allowed on
airplanes, and some airlines do not provide
oxygen - so be sure to research airlines carefully

✚ Your local oxygen provider should be able to
help you with ordering and delivering oxygen to
your destination

✚ Get all the recommended vaccinations for
where you are going (not just the required
ones) after checking with your doctor to make
sure they won’t react with your meds

✚ Travel with a companion, if possible, who
knows about PH, your meds, and your doctor’s
name and number

✚ Get luggage you can manage yourself in a
pinch; solid wheeled luggage is heavier, but it
can carry other bags piggyback and also 
provide a place to sit

✚ Pack light, eat light, and don’t get dehydrated

✚ Resolve not to let the inevitable delays, 
rudeness, and little problems upset you; stress
can make PH worse

✚ Pack enough medicine to last the trip including
possible delays; pack pills in at least two
places in case your bag is stolen or lost, and
keep a supply of medication on your person 

✚ If you are going to be gone for a long time
and take Flolan, your health service provider
will usually ship some medicine to your destination

✚ Going through customs is sometimes easier
if your meds are in their regularly labeled 
pharmacy bottles

✚ At theme parks, a letter from your doctor
stating it is unhealthy for you to stand in long
lines will often get you a pass to the front of the line!
Adapted from the Pulmonary Hypertension Association’s
Pulmonary Hypertension: A Patient’s Survival Guide
(Second Edition)

compounds - amyl nitrite, sodium nitroprusside,
and GTN - that react with thiols, or types
of sulfur atoms, to form a class of 
compound called S-nitrosothiol (SNO).
Scientists once widely believed SNO was
responsible for the release of nitric oxide
into the smooth muscle cells surrounding
constricted blood vessels, causing the blood
vessels to relax and widen. Blood was then
able to flow more easily through the
expanded vessels. 

In their research, Stamler and his
colleagues demonstrated problems inherent
in this framework, namely that the reaction
of GTN with a thiol does not produce
SNO. They found the enzyme mitochondrial
aldehyde dehydrogenase (mtALDH) uses a
four-step process to break down GTN into
SNO compounds, which then exit their
staging area inside the blood cell and adhere
to the smooth muscle cells of blood vessels.  

Stamler and his colleagues also 
discovered that repeated exposure to GTN
impairs mtALDH enzymes, rendering the
enzymes incapable of making GTN into
SNO compounds. With a lack of SNO,
blood vessels remain constricted and continue
to impede blood flow.  This important work
resulted in a revision of the formerly accepted
framework governing the mechanism of
nitrosovasodilators.    

As Stamler pointed out, the results
of many long-term clinical trials provide
support for his research findings. Some 
clinical trials have indicated GTN use can
increase the patient’s risk of eventual health
problems or even death.  Stamler believes
his data provide a starting point for the
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development of new classes of nitric 
oxide-based therapy. 

After presenting his work on the
role of GTN and SNO compounds in the
relaxation of blood vessels, Stamler
described the primary function of SNO in
the blood: “The new insight is the 
respiratory cycle is controlled at all levels -
brain, lung, and tissue - by S-nitrosothiols.”
Stamler cited his team’s research on rats,
dogs, and human volunteers revealing SNO
compounds were found mainly in oxygenated,
arterial blood and much less so in 
deoxygenated, venous blood. “When 
oxygen comes up, NO comes up,” Stamler
maintained. These results have caused 
scientists to revise their definition of the 
respiratory cycle to include three gases -
oxygen, carbon dioxide, and nitric oxide.  

Stamler remains interested in the
possibility that an imbalance between
hemoglobin and NO may account for 
various heart, lung, and blood diseases such
as asthma, cystic fibrosis, and thalassemia.
Using pulmonary hypertension as an 
example, he characterized those deficiencies.
“We measured SNO content in these
patients and found a profound deficiency,
which correlates with defects in red blood
cells,” he said. 

Stamler continues to search for
molecules that can replete SNO hemoglobin
in vitro and hopefully one day in vivo.
With this search, Stamler remarked, “we’ve
come full cycle...creating a whole new hori-
zon of therapeutic possibilities in diseases of
the heart, lung, and blood.” 

We currently have 3 clinical trials open for enrollment.  All studies are for patients
with either primary PAH or PAH secondary to the scleroderma spectrum of disease. Patients
will receive study medication and study related testing free of charge during the study period.

Simvastatin (Zocor®)
This is a Stanford-initiated, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study of 

simvastatin in NYHA II/III patients. Simvastatin is currently FDA-approved for the 
treatment of high cholesterol.  The study lasts 12 weeks and involves 4 visits to Stanford.
During the study, patients will have three 6-minute walk tests.

HeartBar™ (l-arginine)
This study is a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study of HeartBar in

patients with mild PAH.  HeartBar is a nutritional supplement used to treat patients with
coronary artery disease, systemic hypertension, diabetes and high cholesterol.  The study
involves 4 visits over 12 weeks.  An open-label extension study may be available to patients
who complete the 12 week study.

Myogen - BSF (208075)
This is a randomized, double-blind study of BSF (208075), a new selective

endothelin receptor antagonist.  During the study, patients will be randomized to BSF 1mg,
2.5mg, 5mg, or 10mg daily.  The study lasts 16 weeks and involves 7 or 8 visits to Stanford.
An open-label extension study may be available for patients who complete the 16 week study.

Please note that all studies exclude patients currently or previously on Flolan or
Remodulin.  Patients who are currently on Tracleer® may be eligible after a 4 week 
wash-out period. For additional information please contact Val Scott, Clinical Trial
Coordinator, at 650.725.8082.

is an Assistant Professor of Pediatrics and
Associate Director of Pediatric and Congenital
Cardiac Catheterization at Stanford University
Medical Center and Lucile Packard Children’s
Hospital.  Dr. Feinstein was named Director
of the Vera Moulton Wall Center in 2000. 

Dr. Feinstein received his M.D. from
New York Medical College and his M.P.H.
from The George Washington University.  He
completed both residency and cardiology
fellowship at Children’s National Medical
Center in Washington D.C. and was a senior
clinical fellow in pediatric interventional 
cardiac catheterization at Children’s Hospital
Boston.

Dr. Feinstein is currently a fellow in
the American College of Cardiology and the
Society for Cardiac Angiography and
Interventions; he is also a member of the
American Heart Association, the American
Academy of Pediatrics, and the International
Society for Heart and Lung Transplantation.
His research efforts include the computational
simulation of cardiovascular physiology and
congenital heart disease treatment and the
development of transcatheter devices and 
therapies for congenital heart disease.

Jeffrey A. Feinstein, M.D., M.P.H.
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Follow these tips for a stress-free 

summer trip:
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